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Introduction

The novel coronavirus infection has been spreading around 
the world since the beginning of 2020. The critical parameters 
of covid-19 epidemic dynamics are of great significance to 
evaluate the ability of disease transmission and predict the 
trend of transmission. It can provide important data support for 
the formulation of corresponding intervention and prevention 
measures. The basic reproduction number R0 refers to the average 
number of an infected person who can infect before recovery in 
a group composed of all susceptible individuals. In epidemiology, 
R0>1 means that the disease will break out, and R0<1 means that the 
disease is going to die out. Therefore, R0 is an important condition 
for judging whether an epidemic will break out [1]. However, in the 
transmission process of the real epidemic, the implementation of 
government intervention policy will change individual behavior, 
such as wearing masks, reducing travel and so on. The reduction of 
the number of susceptible populations makes it difficult to satisfy 
the ideal model conditions defined by the basic reproduction 
number. In order to describe the evolution process of epidemic over 
time, we define the average number of infected individuals in an 
infected state at a certain time (t) in the transmission process as  

 
the effective reproduction number, which is recorded as R0t. In the 
process of actual epidemic control, when R0t<1, means the average 
number of infected individuals is less than 1, it is considered that 
the disease has been controlled and the disease will die out [2].

Methods

The Establishment of Free Propagation Period without 
Intervention

The coverage of COVID-19 communication in China’s 
mainstream media began on January 21, 2020. At 22:40 am on 
February 2, 2020, Hubei provincial government launched a public 
health emergency response. According to the Baidu search index 
of “novel coronavirus” in Chinese (Figure 1), the awareness and 
concern of Chinese netizens towards COVID-19 began in late January 
2020. Therefore, it can be approximately considered that almost all 
cases diagnosed on or before January 25, 2020 were caused by free 
infection without effective intervention and prevention and control 
measures [3]. Before January 25, the spread of COVID-19 is in the 
period of free transmission without intervention [4]. The general 
public lack of cognitive channels and publicity of COVID-19, and 
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Based on the real-time dynamic data of the epidemic situation of COVID-19 

published on the website of Ding xiang yuan and the current tracing data of the 
number of people infected with COVID-19 in academic circles, this paper takes Beijing, 
Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chongqing and Wuhan as the research objects. Based 
on the susceptible-exposed-infected-removed (SEIR) compartment model and the 
assumption that the infection cases with symptoms occurred before January 26, 2020 
were resulted from free propagation without intervention, we calculated the basic 
regeneration number R0 of COVID-19 and the dynamic change of effective regeneration 
number Rt from January 25, 2020 to February 22, 2020 (the end of the first month of 
the lunar calendar). Based on the travel intensity data of the six cities in 2019 and 
2020, the effective regeneration number Rt0 under the normal travel intensity in the 
same period last year is calculated.
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the general public has not made relevant behavioral changes to 
respond to the epidemic prevention and control. However, the cases 
confirmed after January 25, 2020 (Wuhan locked down) no longer 
met the definition of non-intervention free transmission.

Figure 1: Baidu search index of “novel coronavirus” in 
Chinese.

Establishment of SEIR Model

The early free propagation of COVID-19 is described by a 
SEIR model including “susceptible-exposed-infected-removed” 
individuals [5]. Suppose that an infected individual (I) is in 
contact with a susceptible individual (S), and the probability 
(infection rate) of the susceptible individual to be infected into the 
incubation period (infection rate) is β; An exposed individual (E) 
in the incubation period will be infected with the probability of  is 
transformed into I state; an individual of I state will be transformed 
into I state in unit time with probability  changes to R state (unit 
time is days). The SEIR model can be described by the following 
differential equations:
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Where N is the total number of individuals in the system, and N 
= s(T) + e(T) + I(T) + R(T).

Formula of Basic Reproduction Number

Therefore, when t tends towards zero, S(T) approaches N, and 
the basic reproduction number R0can be expressed as:
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growth, Y(t) is the number of symptomatic infections up to time 
t. The incubation period and infection period can be expressed 
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is the ratio of incubation period to generation time, the basic 
regeneration number can be expressed as follows:
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Formula of Effective Reproduction Number

In contrast to R0 the effective reproductive number  measures 
the number of secondary cases generated by an infectious case 
once an epidemic is underway. In the absence of control measures, 
Rt=R0X [7], where 𝑥∈ (0,1) is the proportion of the population
susceptible. During an epidemic,  declines because of the depletion 
of susceptible in the population and the implementation of specific 
control measures. To stop an outbreak, Rt must be maintained below 
1. According to the relevant paper [7],  is calculated as follows:

21 1[ ] ( ) ( ) 1t t
t E g E g

t t

X XR In T T In T T
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Where TE is the average latent period, Tg the average latent 
infectious period, the logarithmic growth rate of the case counts as 
reported by China CDC. We set TE=7 days and Tg =10 days, therefore, 
TI=3 days [8].

Results

Calculation Results of Basic Reproduction Number

First case of COVID-19 was diagnosed in December 1, 2019 [8] 
according to the relevant research, so we set t=56. As of January 25, 
2020, COVID-19 cases in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, 
Chongqing and Wuhan were 41, 40, 14, 27, 75 and 618 respectively. 
Therefore, the basic regeneration number of each city can be 
calculated, and the calculation results are shown in the Figure 2. 
The Figure 3 shows the R0 of COVID-19 in Wuhan is about 2.42, 
which is significantly higher than that in other cities.

Figure 2: Basic regeneration number of COVID-19 in six 
Chinese cities.
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Figure 3: Effective regeneration number of COVID-19 in six Chinese cities.

Calculation Results of Effective Reproduction Number

It can be seen from the relevant research [9-11] that:

t t gR K b T= × ×

Among them, Kt is the number of contacts between the infected 
and the susceptible at time t, b represent the probability of success 
of each contact, and Tg is the average duration of the infection 
period. It is assumed that there is no travel restriction policy within 
the city after the appearance of COVID-19. If other protective 

measures remain unchanged, citizens will still travel in the same 
period last year, then the contact times between the infected 
and susceptible persons at time t should be expressed as Kt0 and 
the effective regeneration number should be Rt0. Among them, 
TI2019 means travel intensity in cities this year; TI2020means travel 
intensity in cities this year.

2019 2019
0

2020 2020
t t g t

TI TIR K b T R
TI TI
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Figure 4: Rt and Rt0 of COVID-19 in six Chinese cities.
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It can be seen from the Figure 4 that after the appearance of 
COVID-19, if the citizens of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, 
Chongqing and Wuhan still travel with the normal travel intensity 
of the same period last year, the effective regeneration number Rt0 
will be significantly greater than the actual effective regeneration 
number Rt. The travel restriction policy within the city has played a 
key role in the prevention and control of the epidemic.
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